GE Digital has joined forces with other industry leaders and innovators to build a powerful ecosystem of companies committed to advancing the new digital industrial era. Through our partnerships, we are sharing our expertise, catalyzing development, and extending our reach. The result is a collaborative and holistic approach to harness the potential of the Industrial Internet and to deliver powerful customer outcomes.

The Industrial Internet of Things has been heralded primarily as a way to improve operational efficiency. But in today’s environment, companies can also benefit greatly by seeing it as a tool for finding growth in unexpected opportunities. In the future, successful companies will use the Industrial Internet of Things to capture new growth through three approaches: boosting revenues by increasing production and creating new hybrid business models, exploiting intelligent technologies to fuel innovation, and transforming their workforce. Together, Accenture and GE Digital are changing the game for clients by designing, developing, and implementing Industrial Internet solutions that drive major improvements in productivity, asset uptime, and business insights.

Accenture

The Internet of Things is transforming how we live, work, and care for our world. At AT&T, we strive to improve and simplify life through connectivity. We’re enabling a connected life between devices and machines that allows people and businesses access to real-time information that they can use to make tangible changes. By combining advanced solutions from GE with AT&T’s IoT infrastructure, enterprises can seamlessly connect assets with critical software applications such as GE Predix and Grid IQ Connect.

Capgemini

Capgemini, partnering with GE, can help your company leverage the power of the IIoT with Predix. Take command of Big Data and transform your IIoT landscape to deliver long-lasting business value. With more than 11,000 professionals across 40 countries, our digital technology experts are ready, willing and able to guide you in your digital journey, and leverage Predix to uncover deep insights where they matter most – at the point of action. www.capgemini.com

Cisco

Cisco and our partners work with innovative clients around the world to help them digitize. We are building and implementing digital roadmaps and transformations in industries ranging from manufacturing to retail to government. We are helping manufacturers improve their operations, banks to reimagine the customer experience, and energy providers to become more efficient. And we are doing it today. Learn more at www.cisco.com.
The Internet of Things is not an off-the-shelf solution. Comprehensive business transformation only happens when business and technology innovation can be implemented at scale.

Using Cognizant’s Digital Works - Foundry Methodology, we help clients identify a clear pathway for converting a “big idea” vision into a scalable global implementation.

Together with GE Digital and Predix, we bring IoT strategy, design, technology, and industry expertise to deliver fundamental digital transformation for our clients – big or small.

To learn more, visit www.cognizant.com/internet-of-things.

Infosys and GE Digital have formed a global alliance to deliver Industrial IoT solutions including new applications for Digital Twin, Brilliant Factory, and AI.

These IoT solutions, based on the Predix platform and an industrial version of its Aikido service offering, will help manufacturing, aviation, transportation, and healthcare organizations simplify, automate, and transform their businesses.

Together, EY and GE form a powerful strategic alliance with a single purpose: to build a world that works better for companies and their customers. The Digital Industrial Revolution brings together the cloud, big data, IoT, and cyber in the Industrial Internet. Our common goal is to bring significant positive change to our global clients as they pursue their business strategies in a digital world. Learn more about our partnership.

Intel pushes the boundaries of smart and connected technology to make amazing experiences possible. Through our partnership with GE, a comprehensive portfolio of products from Intel and its ecosystem is helping spread intelligence throughout our cities, factories, healthcare facilities, and machinery. Optimized GE software for Intel® products enables faster, more scalable IoT deployments that deliver higher ROI and comprehensive security from chip to cloud.

Alliance combines PwC’s strategy through execution approach and business transformation services with GE Digital’s intelligent software and sophisticated analytics capabilities. Together PwC and GE Digital deliver end-to-end solutions that help clients across the oil & gas, utilities, industrials, retail, healthcare, and transportation sectors reduce downtime, increase efficiencies, and achieve successful business outcomes. PwC adds value to clients through a network of firms in 157 countries and more than 200,000 people.
TCSUand UGEUare Ucreating Uinnovative Udigital Uecosystems Ufor Uvarious Uindustries Uby Uleveraging UTCS’ Ucomprehensive Uindustry Udomain Uexpertise Uand Udigital Uassets Uto Uenrich UPredix. As a Predix early adopter, TCS has released several digital solutions on the platform, such as Satellite Image Analytics, Supply Chain Monitoring, Prognostic Maintenance, and Engine Telematics. Moreover, TCS has the largest pool of Predix-trained experts and plans to ramp up this investment to 1,000 developers in 2016. TCS is significantly expanding its global team to help businesses seize opportunities for unprecedented growth in the Industrial Internet.

Wipro is enabling global solutions that are delivering the IIoT’s promise to both factories and industrial assets alike. As a leader in digital transformation, Wipro has been on the forefront helping our global manufacturing clients in digital transformation. Wipro’s diverse portfolio of enabling apps – including solutions for the manufacturing shop floor, energy management, and healthcare services – enables comprehensive and high-value outcomes delivered with speed and confidence.

Softtek is committed to advancing the digital industrial transformation. As a member of the GE Digital Alliance Program, Softtek enables customers to transform their industrial processes and systems into digital assets that generate unparalleled business impact. Whether we are building and maintaining apps on Predix or optimizing Asset Performance, Brilliant Manufacturing, or Security, we have the hands-on experience industrial customers need to significantly improve efficiency and performance.